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In this note a functional central limit theorem for p-mixing sequences of I. A. 
Ibragimov (Theory Probab. Appl. 20 (1975), 135-141) is generalized to non- 
stationary sequences (Xn)ns~, satisfying some assumptions on the variances and 
the moment condition EIX,l’+* = O(n*‘*-‘) for some b > 0, E > 0. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
Let GL)nE N be a sequence of random variables on some probability space 
(Q, .M, P) with 
EX, = 0, EXt, < co for nEN. (1.0) 
Put S, = C;=, Xj, c:, = ES;, it E N. We will consider the partial sum 
process defined by 
W&3 WI = S,nr, (@)/fJ, 3 lE [O, l],oER. 
The function o + W,,(., w) is a measurable map from (Q, &) into 
(D, 9(D)), where D is the set of all functions on the interval [0, 1 ] which 
have left-hand limits and are continuous from the right, and 9(D) is the 
Borel-o-algebra induced by the Skorokhod-topology [ 1, Sect. 141. We shall 
give sufficient conditions for the weak convergence of W,, to the standard 
Brownian motion W on D. As a measure of dependence we will use the 
maximal correlation coefficient p(k). 
p(k) = sup{ corr( Y, Z): Y E L,(R, a(X,: i < n), P), 
ZEL,(~,o(X,:i~n+k),P),nEn\i], kE N. 
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(Put corr(Y, 2) = 0, if Y or 2 is constant a.e.) If p(k) + 0, then (X,,) is called 
p-mixing. It is a well-known result of Ibragimov [4] that for a wide sense 
stationary p-mixing sequence with ui -+ co the variance has the represen- 
tation 
uf, = nh(n), where h: R + -+ R + is slowly varying. U-1) 
In [6, Theorem 4.11, (1.1) has been proved for sequences satisfying a more 
general stationarity assumption. We note that (1.1) is a necessary condition 
for the weak convergence of W,, to W[3,2.3]. In the present note (1.1) and 
the following condition (1.2) will be used as assumptions. 
suPF(S,+, - S,)‘/ai: m > 0, n > 1) < 03. (1.2) 
The first functional central limit theorem for p-mixing sequences is due to 
Ibragimov [ 51: 
THEOREM (A). Suppose (XJneN is a strictly stationary p-mixing 
sequence satisfying (l.O), oi -+ co, and E 1 X, / ‘+ a < a~ for some 6 > 0. Then 
W,, converges weakly to W. 
In fact Ibragimov considered a C-valued partial sum process, but his result 
is equivalent to the above Theorem (A) [3, 2.111. It was noted in [3], and is 
not hard to carry out, that Theorem (A) admits the following generalization 
to the non-stationary case. 
THEOREM (B). Suppose (XJnsN is a p-mixing sequence satisfying 
(l.O), (l.l), (1.2), and ~up,,~EIiY~l~+’ < co for some 6 > 0. Then W,, 
converges weakly to W. 
It is the purpose of this note to show that the moment condition of 
Theorem (B) can be considerably weakened. The following Theorem is the 
main result. 
THEOREM. Suppose &A, N is a p-mixing sequence of random variables 
satisfying (l.O), (1. l), (1.2). Assume that there exist b > 0 and E > 0 such 
that 
EIXn I 
2+b = q+V-e). 
Then W,, converges weakly to W. 
(1.3) 
COROLLARY. Suppose GW,, N is a wide sense stationary p-mixing 
sequence of random variables satisfying (1.0) and ui --t 00. Assume that (1.3) 
holds for some b > 0, E > 0. Then W,, converges weakly to W. 
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Note that the condition 
ess sup ]X, 1 = 0(n’+‘), for some E > 0 (1.4) 
implies that (1.3) is satisfied for some b > 0, E > 0. If (X,),,, is an 
independent sequence with P(X,, = k ,1’2) = 1/2n, P(X, = 0) = 1 - 1/2n, 
then EIX,12+b = nb12 and the central limit theorem does not hold. This 
trivial example shows that our Theorem and the Corollary may fail to hold if 
(1.3) is only valid with E = 0. If b E (0, 11, then the central limit theorem 
which is contained in the above Corollary also follows from Theorem 4 of 
Bradley [2]. But in the general case our assumptions on the variances and 
higher moments do not imply the assumptions that are used in [2]. A 
functional central limit theorem for p-mixing sequences has been proved by 
Peligrad (61. In Theorem 2.5 of that paper no moments of order greater than 
2 are needed, but there is an assumption on the mixing rate and uniform 
integrability is required. The Theorems in [6] and in the present note deal 
with different situations and different ideas have to be used in the proofs. 
2. PROOF 
Let (KJ,, N be a p-mixing sequence satisfying (l.O), (1. l), (1.2). Let b > 0 
and E E (0, b/2) fulfill the assumption (1.3). Since finitely many X, may be 
altered without affecting the limit behaviour of W,,, we may assume w.1.g. 
E IX, 12+b < a3 for all nE n\l. 
(2.1) LEMMA. For every E,, E (0, 2~) there exists C = C(E,,) < 03 such 
that 
for all m E fN U (O), n, NE IN, m + n < IV. 
Proof of (2.1). The main idea of this proof is due to Ibragimov [S]. Let 
F, E (0, 2s) be given. Using basic facts about slowly verying functions, the 
following relations can be easily obtained from our assumptions. 
(2.2) 
(i) lim,,, oZn/u, = 2”*. 
(ii) lim,+, supNZn uJ0, = 1. 
(iii) There exists C, < co with E(S,+, - S,)’ < C, 0: for all m E Z, 
n E N. Here and in the sequel we put S, = 0 for m < 0. 
(iv) There exists C, < co with ~up~.,~E ]Xj]2+b < C2Nb’*-’ for all 
NE N. 
(v) lim,_, Nb’2-E/u~-Eo = 0. 
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For n E N we define 
b, = sup{E IS,,, - Sm]2+b/(ufi+E0u~-EO): m E Z, NE N, 
N > max(n, m + n)]. 
We have to show that b, is bounded. Observe first that 
b, < n2+b :>.I SLIP E Ixj12+b/(U~tEOa~-E’) < CO 
. 
for every n E N, according to (2.2) (iv), (v). Now we will establish an 
estimate for b,,. Let m E Z, NE N, N> max(2n, m + 2n) be given. For 
some k E n\l, which will be chosen in the right moment, we consider the 
random variables 
T, = S,,-k+,, - S,,-k, T2 = Smt2n - Snl,,~ 
We define qE iN and 6E (0, l] by 2 + b=q + 6. Let a=max(EIT,19+“, 
E ] T,l”‘“). By elementary estimates we obtain 
E~T~+T219+S~~(IT,I+IT21)q(IW6+lT216) 
Now we introduce a truncation level c > 0. The value of c will be specified 
later. We can write 
E 1 T, I9 1 Tzld = E(( T, I4 Z(I T, I < ~a~‘(~+~)) I T,l”) 
+E(IT,~9Z(lT,I>ca”‘q+S’)IT21S)=(i)+(ii) 
where Z(A) denotes the indicator function of a set A E ~8’. 
(i) < c~cz~‘(~~‘) E I T,I” < c9aq’(qt6) (ET:)8’2 
< c9a9/(9+ 8) (-f/24 
(ii> <(EIT,I 
9+& (q b)/(q+b) (E(I T, )(9+W2 Z(I T, I > cu’/‘4+“‘)) 
) - 
x E [T21(9+s)‘2 +p(k) (E IT,19+6 E lT2~9+6)“2)26’(9+6) 
< a(9-8)/t9+S)(E (T,l9+” c-(9+6)/2 &/2(E l ~,l9+“)‘/2 
+ p(k) a)2*‘(9+8) Q a(~-’ + p(k)2S’(9+“)). 
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wll%14 can be estimated analogously. Combining the estimates, we 
obtain 
E 1 T, + 7’z14+6 < (2 + 24+2(c-s +p(k)2s”q+ts’)) a 
+ 29+2C4C~/2asaq/(q+S) 
II 
An application of Minkowski’s inequality yields 
II s m+2n- Smllq+S G II ‘1 + ‘*llq+S + 2k 7:~ Ilxjllq+~* 
Now we choose and fix k E n\l and c > 0 such that 
(1) 
(2) 
2 + 29t*(cys +,#)28/'2+b))< 21+&o/j. 
(3) 
Putting together (l), (2), (3) and taking into account (2.2)(i), (ii), (v), one 
can see that there exist no E N and C, < a3 such that for all n > n, the 
following inequality holds: 
bli'2tb' < (2-~"/44 + c,by,l'2+b))ll(?tb) + 1. 
2n 
The last inequality together with 6, < co for all n E N implies 
Now one can obtain the assertion SUP,,~ b, < co, by splitting S,,, - S, 
into blocks of dyadic length and using Minkowski’s inequality. This 
argument is carried out in [4] and will not be repeated here. 
To prove the weak convergence of W, we will use Theorem 19.2 of 
Billingsley [I]. Clearly E W,(t) = 0, and (1.1) implies E W:(t) --f t as n + co. 
Lemma (2.1) implies 
E I K(O12+b < C(qn2,/qtE(‘. 
Hence supnEN E) Wn(t)12’b < 00, and consequently { W:(t): n E IV) is 
uniformly integrable. Since (X,) is strongly mixing, the proof on page 174 of 
[ I] shows that W,, has asymptotically independent increments. To complete 
the proof we have to verify the tightness condition of Theorem 19.2. It 
follows from the proof of Theorem 8.3 in [ 1 ] that it suffices to show for 
p> 0: 
lii lim sup sup sup 1 W,(s) - w”(t)1 > pj = 0. (2.3) n-03 OSf<l-6 
f P{ 
f<S<ff6 
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by Lemma (2.1). Using the Karamata-representation of the slowly varying 
function h, one can see that there exist constants 6, > 0 and L < co such that 
(~r/~,)2+Eo < W/n) ‘+‘d4 for r < nd, + 1. For 6 < 6, we have 
P{I W,(s) - WJf)l > /?} < LC/Fzeb(([ns] - [nt])/n)‘+“0’4. 
Applying Theorem 12.2 of [ 11, we obtain for 6 ,< 6, 
< KLCP-2-b(((n(t + S)] - [nt])/n)“““‘4 
<KLIZP-*-~(G + n-‘)1+c~‘4, 
where K < co depends only on b and a,,. Equation (2.3) is an easy conse- 
quence of the last inequality, and thus the proof of our Theorem is complete. 
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